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Installed sensing for power plant
Unexpected pipe failures in power plants mean unplanned shutdowns and
huge costs. Installed sensors could provide ongoing information on integrity
during operations, so parts can be replaced before they fail. Piezoelectric
materials which turn sound waves into electrical signals make ideal sensors,
but struggle at the high temperatures seen in some power plants. New well
characterised materials are needed to underpin the next generation of high
temperature sensors.
Europe’s National Measurement Institutes working together
The European Metrology Research Programme (EMRP) brings together National Measurement Institutes in 23 countries to address key
measurement challenges at a European level. It supports collaborative research to ensure that measurement science meets the future
needs of industry and wider society.

Challenge
Power plant operators must reliably monitor structural integrity to
ensure safety. For example, high pressure, high temperature steam
can degrade and corrode the pipes that carry it. If these crack
during operation, the damage and lost power generation from
unscheduled shutdowns can cost millions of Euros.
Networks of sensors could be used to monitor plant degradation
so damaged parts can be scheduled for replacement long before
they fail. Piezoelectric materials make excellent sensors, since they
produce an electric current in response to movements, such as
the pressure from a sound wave. Using these materials in installed
sensors could determine the extent of degradation to the pipe
and enable better maintenance scheduling.
However existing piezoelectric materials lose performance above
200 ºC, so when measuring hot surfaces, such as steam pipes,
it is necessary to set them back from the pipe or use cooling
techniques so reducing measurement accuracy. There is a need
for new piezoelectric material that can operate effectively at
higher temperatures, and better characterisation methods to
demonstrate the viability of such materials for power plant
sensing; an application where complete confidence is required
before new technologies are embraced.

Traceable characterisation of
novel materials
Piezo electric and electro-caloric materials have potential
application as new high temperature sensors in industrial
processes or for reducing reliance on propellant gas cooling
in the electronics or automotive industries. But uptake
is hampered by a lack of a traceable measurements. The
EMRP project Metrology of electrothermal coupling for new
functional materials technology developed the required
capability to improve thermal, mechanical and electrical
property traceability for these materials at high temperatures
(up to 1000 ºC) or in high electric fields (up to 5kVmm-1).
Understanding how these materials will perform once
installed into processes based on traceable characterisation
techniques will help the development of next generation
products.

Solution
The EMRP Project Metrology of electrothermal coupling for new
functional materials technology, evaluated many different new
piezo-electric materials. One supplied by Leeds University,
was shown to have great potential for high temperature
measurements. This was further developed, tested and
characterised in the project, demonstrating its suitability up to
at least 380 ºC without losing performance. The characterisation
demonstrated its viability both as a reference grade material and
also for use in installed sensors that operate at high temperatures.

Impact
As a result of the project, IONIX, a company setup to commercialise
these new piezoelectric materials, has had the materials properties
confirmed by the project and now has the accurate data sheet
needed to prove performance.

An accurate material property data sheet is vital for making the
commercial case to sensor customers in power plants, where
the introduction of new sensors requires the demonstration of
100% reliability. IONIX can now progress to the next step in sensor
commercialisation; the extensive testing of prototypes needed to
obtain a licence for use in power plants.
Once licensed, the sensor will be available for monitoring power
plant integrity during operation. Improved operational sensing
should save considerable costs by preventing unscheduled power
plant shutdowns for repair as a result of failure. The sensors also
have potential for use in other hostile environments such as oil
wells, reducing reliance on manual inspections in hazardous
locations to identify components that need changing.
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IONIX has developed these high temperature piezoelectric
materials into a new line of ultrasonic sensors for use in extreme
environments which extend beyond the capabilities of existing
piezoelectric materials.

